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Risk*assessments! are! undertaken! on! a! continuum! from! minimal,! significant,!
substantial,! and! serious! to! unacceptable,! the! latter! category! representing! a!
near*certainty!that!courts!will!invalidate!the!legislative!action.!!!
!




















At! times,! Justice! officials! have! been! asked! to! put! their! assessment! into!
numerical! terms:! ! evaluating!whether! legislation!has!a!60!per!cent!chance!of!
surviving! as! opposed! to! a! lesser! chance,! or! indicating!whether! the! degree! of!
risk! likes! on! a! scale! of! 1*! 10…while! it! can! be! difficult! to! distinguish! between!































































































































































No! Attorney! general! is! likely! to! adopt! an! interpretation! of! the! Charter! that!
flouts! well*settled! precedent.! ! The! political! constraints! on! doing! so! are! too!
great,! not! only! for! the! Attorney! General! but! also! for! the! government.!!















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































subject! to! onerous! conditions! of! release! for! an! extended! period! under!
immigration! law,! the! detention! or! the! conditions!must! be! accompanied! by! a!
meaningful!process!of!ongoing!review!that!takes!into!account!the!context!and!






































































































































































































































































































































































































mediators!of! fairness! is! the!Canadian!Charter!of!Rights!and!Freedoms.!Would!
the!parliamentary! secretary!be!prepared! to! table! in! the!House!an!opinion!by!
the!Department!of!Justice!as!to!whether!or!not!all!provisions!within!this!bill!will!
meet!the!test!of!the!charter!or!a!charter!challenge?!
Would!he!provide! that! to!members!of! the!House,! so! that!we!can!review!as! to!




a! document! with! me.! Whether! it! exists! or! not,! I! do! not! know,! but! that! is!
frequently!an!argument!we!hear!from!the!opposite!side,!that!it!will!not!pass!the!
test!of!the!charter.!










when!his!party!was! in!power,! the!drafters!of! these!bills!come! from!within!the!
legal! branches! of! Justice! and! other! branches.! They! have! vetted! it.! They! have!
brought! it! forward.! This! bill! was! not! written! on! the! back! of! a! napkin! or!































































I'm! writing! a! story…regarding! the! creation! of! a! new! group:! the! Canadian!
Association!of!Refugee!Lawyers!Executive!members!have! told!me! that!part!of!
the! impetus! for! starting! the! group! was! C*49/C*4,! the! Preventing! Human!
Smuggling!bill.!!
!!
They! say! there! are! problems!with! it! that!make! it! unconstitutional.! Primarily!
regarding!the!one*year!automatic!detention!without!judicial!review.!They!say!it!
violates! Section! 7! of! the! Charter,! which! says! everyone! has! the! right! to! life,!
liberty!and!security!of!the!person.!!
!



















Canada’s! immigration! system! is! being! abused! by! human! smugglers! who!
illegally! bring! migrants! into! Canada.! Our! government! has! received! a! strong!
mandate!from!Canadians!to!take!action!to!prevent!this!abuse!and!maintain!the!




Bill! C*4! the! Prevent! Human! Smugglers! from! Abusing! Canada’s! Immigration!
System! Act!will! work! to! deter! and! prevent! human! smugglers! from! targeting!
Canada.!!There!are!thousands!of!immigrants!patiently!waiting!to!start!a!better!


















































































































































public! funds?! ...! Is! it!unreasonable,!as!an!elected!official,! to!vote!on!a!bill!nine!




officials!who!have!knowledge!of! constitutional! law,!who!provided!opinions! to!

















































!…if! it! is! the!opinion!of!counsel! in! the!Department!that!a!provision! is! likely!or!
even!almost!certainly!inconsistent!with!the![Charter!or!Bill!of!Rights]—even!if!
the! probability! of! inconsistency! is! 95%! or! more—,! but! some! argument! can!
reasonably! be! made! in! favour! of! its! consistency—even! if! all! arguments! in!





















no! advice! is! given! to! the!Minister! that! he! or! she—! unless! he! or! she! forms! a!














[the! Department! of! Justice’s! failure! in! this! regard]! hinders! us! as!members! of!
Parliament! in! the! performance! of! our! parliamentary! duties.! It! constitutes! an!
interference! in! the! performance! of! our! duties! to! exercise! due! diligence! of! the!
bills!before!us.!I! believe! every!member!of! the!House!would!agree! that! if! these!
allegations! are! proven! to! be! true,! they! show! contempt! for! the! authority! and!
dignity!of!Parliament.167!





































































































































































































                                                                                                                                                       
to"be"found"in"fostering"open"government"and"a"transparent"legislative"process."Thus"privilege"protection"should"
be"overridden"in"this"context.”""
187"The"Law"Clerk"and"Parliamentary"Counsel,"who"reports"to"the"Clerk"of"the"House"of"Commons,"provides"legal"
counsel"services"to"the"Speaker"of"the"House,"the"Board"of"Internal"Economy,"Members"of"the"House"of"Commons,"
the"Clerk,"and"other"officials"of"the"House"of"Commons’"administration."Additionally,"the"Law"Clerk"and"
Parliamentary"Counsel"provides"legal"and"legislative"counsel"services"to"members"and"to"House"committees."See"
Canada,"Board"of"Internal"Economy,"Governance#and#Administration#By>Law"at"s"11,"online:"Parliament"of"Canada"
<http://www.parl.gc.ca/About/House/BOIE/boie'ByLaw'AdministrationB'e.html>.#
The"Law"Clerk"and"Parliamentary"Counsel"to"the"Senate"provides"similar"services"in"the"Upper"House."The"Library"of"
Parliament"also"provides"research"and"analysis"services"to"parliamentarians"and"their"staff"on"a"variety"of"topics,"
including"legal"issues.""For"some"examples"of"Library"of"Parliament"publications,"see"
<http://www.parl.gc.ca/About/Library/VirtualLibrary/ResearchPublicationsCurrent'e.asp>.""
